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Being a wizard, Lily Singer likes her magic logical and systematic. So when her cat spontaneously gains supernatural

powers, she is not pleased. But after a museum asks her to ward its exhibits and she discovers a heist plot, she realizes

a talking cat is the least of her worries.

Lily must lay a trap for the would-be thief and figure out why her witch friend Sebastian is acting so suspicious, all

while wrangling her argumentative feline. To make matters worse, a mysterious wizard waltzes into her life claiming

to know her family's mysterious past, and Lily must decide who, amid all the chaos, she can trust. Will discovering

the past reveal her future, or doom it? Perhaps some truths are better left unknown...

Full of unexpected twists and snarky humor, Love, Lies, and Hocus Pocus: Revelations is book two in the Lily Singer

Adventures urban fantasy series. If you enjoy magic-filled adventures like Harry Potter and Supernatural then you'll

love this delightful new series. Grab Revelations and discover the truth, if you dare.

WARNING: This story has been known to cause loud snorts of laughter, inexplicable craving for tea, and loss of

work productivity.

Note: Content suitable for Ages 13+.Series is written in episodic format (similar to a TV series). Each book contains 2

episodes, making up one complete novel.
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